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THE GREEN SHEET 

Ellis Park Selections 
By, John M. Gaver, III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
Ellis Park: Summer Meet 2017 
Fifteenth Day: Saturday, July 29, 2017 
Post Time: 1:50 P.M. Eastern 
Ellis Park Meet Stats: 121-29-26-17—24%W, 60%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)BUZZKILLINGTON: He’s the controlling speed of the race 
(#3)TEENERTOWN PRINCE: Takes a two-pronged class drop 
(#4)BINKS: Will be forwardly placed, drops in class 
(#6)REYDELL: Turf-to-dirt angle has some appeal 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-4-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#7)MAHALO JOHN: Woke up on the drop in last, gets perfect stalking trip 
(#6)HOLD THE DOOR: Throw out his last race in the slop; value play 
(#5)PONTIFICAL: Has a board finish on dirt, plummets in class 
(#3)BELTWAY: Capable fresh; Jon Court riding very well at the tilt 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-5-3 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#4)DRAGO’S PEARL: Chestnut is bred top and bottom to relish turf 
(#10)HAYNESOME: Good second on this class level in his last start 
(#12)IM CHILLIN: Route-to-sprint + blinkers + hard class drop = contender 
(#3)FAIRWAY LANE: First-time gelding on the drop for capable outfit 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-10-12-3 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)UPSET BREWING: Second in $100K stakes in last; holds all the aces 
(#2)SPECIAL VINTAGE: Good second on debut in Louisville in the slop 
(#5)HOLY FORT: Half-bro to Queen’s Plate winner and G2 winner 
(#4)TIZ A TREASURE: Mason barn has high win percentage with firsters 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-5-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#8)CURLINO: Son of Curlin drops in for a nickel, tighter this time 
(#1)OLDWICK: Hooked next-out winners in last three; just missed for $5K  
(#6)RIP ROARIN RITCHIE: Need the lead type has salty turf form 
(#7)ESCAPIST: South Florida invader takes a double-dip class drop 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-6-7 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#5)SISTER KAN: Won last two on the rise, very consistent chestnut filly 
(#3)CARA BLYTHE: Throw out turf efforts, wide trip last time; value play 
(#1)INSPEIGHTOFYOU: Second behind top choice in last; grass form dicey 
(#6)CHARITY STRIPE: Improved with blinkers, rough start in last race 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-1-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#10)LADY TEMPLE: Never off the board on turf; longshot play of the day 
(#6)CAPE DIVA: On the drop, wide trip last time; blinkers-on noted 
(#8)SARATOGA RANSOM: Rounding into form, best form with McBride 
(#9)TIMIDO: Sketchy form on the weeds; class drop biggest attraction 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-6-8-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)GRANDPA’S DREAM: Been facing better; sitting on sharp works 
(#9)CURLINS VOW: Loves eight furlongs on dirt; wide draw a concern 
(#8)GREELEY AND BEN: Has never run a bad one; comes in fresh 
(#6)GETTYSBURG: Owns back-class advantage; long time between drinks 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-8-6 
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RACE NINE 
(#9)NO FAULT: Prefers “firm” going; capable fresh 
(#11)MAY LILY: Got the trip last time, wide post this afternoon 
(#4)AIRCRAFT CARRIER: No excuse in last start; demand a square price 
(#7)ETSU: Slight stretch out a plus; tighter this time around  
 
SELECTIONS: 9-11-4-7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


